Undergraduate Admission Requirements

Scan to view the AUC Sciences and Engineering admission requirements for your secondary school certificate.

Scan to view the AUC admission requirements for your secondary school certificate.

Thanawiya Amma (Tawgih)

German Abitur

IGCSE/GCSE/GCE British Certificate

International Baccalaureate

French Baccalaureate

American High School Diploma

Canadian Certificates

Thanawiya Amma (Arab Countries)
AUC Scholarship and Financial Assistance
Making Transformative Educational Experiences Possible

AUC offers around 700 scholarship opportunities to gifted students.

41% of students receive some form of financial assistance.

AUC allocates more than $22 million annually for scholarships and financial aid.

"It was one of my goals to join AUC since my first day of STEM school. What made me apply to AUC is I knew that there are different programs at AUC, and I could change my major at any point. I can also have a minor that could back up my major. What I like about my experience at AUC is that the focus here is not only academics; it’s also our social life and our life after graduation.

Mostafa Mahmoud
Computer Engineering Sophomore
USAID–AUC Merit Award Recipient

Eligibility
Scan to fill out the Undergraduate Scholarship Interest Form, and find out which AUC scholarships you are eligible to apply for.

Scholarships
Scan for more information about AUC scholarships.

Financial Aid
Scan for more information about AUC financial aid.

JOIN AUC: EGYPT’S GLOBAL UNIVERSITY!

Sarah Seif ’18
Integrated Marketing Communication
Associate to Egypt’s State Minister of Information
Moataz Al Alfi Endowed Scholarship Recipient
Study Around the World!

Spend a Whole Semester, Summer or Even an Academic Year Abroad

Choose from AUC’s

200+ partner universities in countries all over the world, including:

- USA
- Canada
- Japan
- Portugal
- Poland
- Italy
- Czech Republic
- England
- France
- Scotland
- Greece
- Denmark
- Turkey
- Germany
- Sweden
- Lebanon
- Morocco
- Kuwait
- India
- China
- South Korea
- Australia
- Netherlands
- Brazil
- Switzerland
- Hong Kong
- Belgium
- Tunisia
- Oman
- Taiwan
- Norway
- South Africa
- UAE
- Ireland
- Colombia
- Indonesia
- Malaysia
- Bangladesh
- Bulgaria
- Lithuania
- Spain
- Finland
- Cyprus
- Austria

JOIN AUC: EGYPT’S GLOBAL UNIVERSITY!

Salma Tarek Nour El Din
University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Christine Guirguis
Aarhus University, Denmark

I met a lot of international students here, most of them from Europe, and I heard more than once that Aarhus University provides incomparable facilities, whether in the actual educational settings or its library systems. In some courses, the learning process is challenging, but I appreciate that they push the limits for the students to explore, learn and develop further.

Step Out of Your Comfort Zone
Get immersed in a new culture, become more independent, find new interests and, best of all, make lifelong friends.

Stand Out in the Job Market
Enhance your career prospects after graduation by connecting with future employers and gaining the essential life experience they’re looking for. Expand your opportunities for graduate studies, and take your education further.

Make the Most of Your Time Abroad
Benefit from a wider variety of courses, research opportunities and skill-based training, and gain invaluable experience with extracurricular activities and international work-study opportunities.

Get Scholarship Support to Study Abroad
As an AUC student applying to study abroad, you are eligible for scholarships to support your living expenses during your time at the host university.

This semester has been one of the most challenging yet rewarding experiences of my life. [It] has instilled in me a sense of independence and self-confidence in a way that I’ve never experienced before. I experienced an entirely different yet equally rich culture and explored a beautiful country while also studying at a world-renowned institution.

Salma Tarek Nour El Din
University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom